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Flashback 

Context: Practice each night before going to sleep (as short as a few 

minutes), and linger longer each week. This approach flows out of a high 

view of restored humanity as God’s “intimate allies,” takes its rhythm 

from Jesus’ periodic times alone in a “quiet place” with His Father and 

borrows ideas from Ignatius of Loyola’s five-step daily Examen.  

The dual goal is: (1) to develop growing awareness of our inner heart 

movements toward or away from God, and 2) to prevent baggage from 

blocking our rapid, adaptive responses flowing from His unfailing love. 

Build the habit of reflecting on our actions (without being morbidly 

introspective). Reassess our goals in light of our spiritual DNA. Learn 

from our mistakes and quickly adjust our course of action with joy and 

gratefulness while on our journey. These “living feedback loops” from 

our daily life become the Spirit’s engine for changing our hearts. This 

may be a rapid “check in” with God for any immediate course 

correction, or lingering longer during a major crisis or transition. 

1. Settle In. Open our awareness to God’s presence at this moment, 

Father, Son and Spirit. He has been near all day long. As this daily 

reflection becomes a conscious habit, at times this may take seconds. 

2. Review with Gratitude. Since the last daily reflection, ask our 

Family-of-Three for discernment to get in touch with the spiritual 

movements of our heart toward or away from our Father. Even as we 

become aware of our affections, the focus is more on where our emotions 

are taking us, either toward God or in another direction…or passively 

settling. Contemplation is always with “one foot raised” “unto” action 

towards our daily God-assignments for this season on our journey. 

3. Pray and Respond. Select only “one thing.” Ground it in the 

Reality that we are blessed and beloved friends of our Team-of-

Three…and also still very much in-process and in need of change. 

Incremental change is God’s golden gift as we become more aware that 

we are on a lifelong pilgrimage. It may be a specific experience of God’s 

joyful presence, a lingering spiritual fortress, even an addiction or choice 

to deliberately sin. Normally make this “one thing” quick hitting as you 

select the appropriate response. Don’t hide! God sees us as lovable, 

regardless of what we did. We flourish on our journey by understanding 

who God is, how He sees and knows us, and what we value.  

4. Give Full Allegiance. As you look toward what’s next, delight in 

the Lord. Finish with a quick prayer of adoration with “one foot raised,” 

since God has “sent us into the world as those not of this world.”  


